KROGER AND COSTELLO IS IT REALLY OVER
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A dapper Michael Kroger. Two friends brawling in the public arena
is not good for them, nor is good for those who respect both men for
their talents, wisdom and tenacity.
Both men in their own way have contributed to the Australian political
landscape and both men have left an edible mark politically and in the
financial business world. The discussion on the ABC appears to the
culmination of a series of innuendos and misinformation by other than
that of Michael Kroger and his friend Peter Costello.
There are those who have nothing better to do tan to create mischief
between two blokes who have a long history together as friends and
as colleagues, lack the emotional and political intelligence.
Time will tell and with that time, the friendship that always was will be renewed stronger than ever.
Michael Kroger has indicated on a number of occasions that he is semi retired and believes that the
new generation of parliamentarians should be given the opportunity to make their mark on the
Australian political environment. Peter Costello on the other hand is a great mentor and as such it is
plausible for him to continue in that role after leaving the political scene. Both men are right and for the
reasons that have been given.
What is of concern, is that far too many sycophants and recalcitrant’s
are bent on being the mischievous fairies so to speak conjuring up
alleged discussions which are not for the public arena.
Life in the political arena for many can be short unless you are
Michael Kroger and Peter Costello whose lives are etched in the
memories of past and present Australians.
This minor disagreement between two friends may attract those who delight in such fancies and will do
whatever they feel is necessary to continue the disagreement by adding fuel to the fire. Its time those
recalcitrant’s took stock of their actions and withdrawal to a place of safety before they come under the
spotlight.
Many of those in political arena and in powerful corporate positions owe their roles to Peter Costello
and Michael Kroger. They appear to have caught amnesia all of a sudden and feel that their roles are
sacrosanct and free from any public scrutiny. There are also those who owe their livelihood, good name
and prosperity to these two men and one hopes that all these people rally around Michael Kroger and
Peter Costello and end this disagreement between two friends. Life is far too short to be reflecting on
the past, when the journey of the future may be far more rosier. The less said the better in such cases.
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